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less 3.5" SATA Hard Drive

Mobile Rack- Black
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Short Description

The MB671SK series is the first and many of Icy Dock's internal screwless enclosure. It provides the user with
tray-less, easy hard drive access and hot-swap capabilities without having to screw in a tray. The enclosure is
built spacious enough to fit any 3.5" SATA brand hard drive, and firm enough to prevent the hard drive from
coming loose with the connectors. With its stylish faceplate exterior and elegant trigger door-handle design,
the series brings convenience and fashion to hard drive peripherals. The body is built by an steel metal finish
to create a perfect cooling environment for the hard drive. The built-in fan and front ventilation system
further prevents the hard drive from overheating. But we have not disregarded issues of security as we
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installed an access key lock to prevent any hard drive thefts. With this new enclosure, exchanging data and
information can be done with ease and buying new hard drive doesn't have to mean going through an
exhaustive process with a screwdriver. Those with limited space or limited SATA connections inside their
computers can actually be worry-free from running out of hard drive storage. A set of hard drives will allow a
user to organize them in categories of pictures, videos, and other data without having to purchase trays and
will be able to use them instantly by just plugging in the hard drive into the enclosure. Exchanging drives is
now virtually hassle free!

Description

The MB671SK series is the first and many of Icy Dock's internal screwless enclosure. It provides the user with
tray-less, easy hard drive access and hot-swap capabilities without having to screw in a tray. The enclosure is
built spacious enough to fit any 3.5" SATA brand hard drive, and firm enough to prevent the hard drive from
coming loose with the connectors. With its stylish faceplate exterior and elegant trigger door-handle design,
the series brings convenience and fashion to hard drive peripherals. The body is built by an steel metal finish
to create a perfect cooling environment for the hard drive. The built-in fan and front ventilation system
further prevents the hard drive from overheating. But we have not disregarded issues of security as we
installed an access key lock to prevent any hard drive thefts. With this new enclosure, exchanging data and
information can be done with ease and buying new hard drive doesn't have to mean going through an
exhaustive process with a screwdriver. Those with limited space or limited SATA connections inside their
computers can actually be worry-free from running out of hard drive storage. A set of hard drives will allow a
user to organize them in categories of pictures, videos, and other data without having to purchase trays and
will be able to use them instantly by just plugging in the hard drive into the enclosure. Exchanging drives is
now virtually hassle free!

Features

Suggested Applications:

Add-on data/ media files storage to laptops, graphics & video editing, interchange of data between corporate/school/home
workstations, data file backups.

Features:

Drive Fit : Hot Swappable 1 x 3.5" SATA I or II.
Device Fit : 1 x 5.25� device bay.
User friendly Screw-less design just plug in the hard drive and play.
Multi-drive exchangeability, hot swap capability & maintenance capabilities.
Safeguard key lock function to disable the data accessibility from others.
Stylish aluminum faceplate with have duty steel body construction.
Warm air outtake fan makes cooling of the drive.
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Specifications

Item Number: MB671SK-B

Host Interface 7 pin SATA

Drive Fit 1 x 3.5� SATA I / II

Drive Bay 1 x 5.25"

Transfer Rate up to 300 MB/sec
 

Insert & Extract
connection Via 15 pin direct hard drive connection

Structure Steel body w/ partial aluminum & plastic face panel

Drive Cooling Metal heat dispersion w/ 1 x rear outtake fan

LED Indication Device Power & Drive Activity

LED Display Color Green : Device Power ; Amber : Drive Activity

OS Requirement Windows 98/SE/ME/2000/XP/VISTA ; Mac OS 9.0 or higher

Dimension (L x W x H) 184.4 x 148.4 x 42 mm

Weight 1.82 lbs

Additional Information

Brand IcyDock

SKU MB671SK-BB-D

Weight 2.5000

Color Black

Device Type SSD/HDD Enclosure

Bay Size 5.25" Bay

Special Price $14.96
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